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THE ROLE OF WORKING MEMORY IN COMPREHENSION 
OF DOUBLY EMBEDDED RELATIVE CLAUSES: 
A SELF-PACED READING AND EYE TRACKING STUDY 
JULIANNE T. GARBARINO 
ABSTRACT 
 Language processing has been a focus of working memory research since 
Baddeley introduced his Model of Working Memory in the 1970’s. There has been 
continued discussion over whether the same working memory (WM) system that 
underlies verbally-mediated tasks relying on conscious, controlled, processing also 
provides the resources used in language processing. Recently, Caplan, DeDe, Waters, & 
Michaud (2011) found that increased reading times at only the most difficult point of the 
most difficult sentences presented in their study (sentences with doubly embedded 
relative clauses) correlated with improved comprehension. They hypothesized that this 
correlation occurs because at these points where normal parsing fails, individuals with 
high working memory capacities use ancillary comprehension mechanisms that rely on 
verbal working memory. Caplan and Waters (2013) proposed that use of verbal working 
memory for ancillary comprehension in sentence processing may appear behaviorally as 
improved comprehension with longer reading times in self-paced reading tasks and as 
regressive eye movements out of these points where parsing is thought to fail. 
 This thesis attempted to replicate the above mentioned finding of Caplan et al. 
(2011). This study also added an eyetracking task to enable measurement of regressive 
eye movements and a measure of working memory to permit analysis of individual 
 
 
 vi 
differences. Forty-eight healthy adults completed a working memory battery (alphabet 
span, subtract two span, and sentence span), a self-paced reading task, and an eye-
tracking task. For the self-paced reading and eye tracking components, participants read 
sentences with doubly embedded relative clauses and parallel sentences with sentential 
complements. Linear mixed effects models found increased self-paced reading times and 
go-past times at the hardest point in the harder sentences (those with doubly embedded 
relative clauses) as working memory increased. These results support the hypothesis that 
ancillary comprehension mechanisms are used in sentence processing at points where 
comprehension is extremely difficult. In the attempted replication of the findings of 
Caplan et al. (2011), logistic mixed effects models showed increased accuracy as reading 
times increased at the hardest point in the harder sentences, and also as reading times 
increased at five of the other seven segments. Logistic mixed effects models showed no 
significant increase in regressions out of the hardest point in harder than in the easier 
sentences as working memory increased. These results can be taken as further evidence, 
using eye tracking methods combined with self-paced reading and measurement of 
working memory, that ancillary comprehension mechanisms may be used in sentence 
processing when the limits of the normal parser are exceeded. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 Since the introduction of Baddeley’s Model of Working Memory  (Baddeley & 
Hitch, 1974), language comprehension has been one of the primary focuses of working 
memory (WM) research. In their initial model, Baddeley and Hitch (1974) proposed that 
a WM system distinct from long term memory (LTM) plays a role in reasoning, language 
comprehension, and learning. Since the 1970’s, the relationship between WM and 
language processing has been debated, with continued discussion over whether traditional 
measures of WM also measure the cognitive resources for language processing. 
 
Definition of working memory 
 Baddeley and Hitch proposed a fractionated model of WM to account for 
evidence emerging at the time of neuropsychological patients with short-term store 
deficits (i.e., reduced digit spans) and relatively intact long-term learning (Baddeley & 
Hitch, 1974; Baddeley, 1976). According to the original model, there are three 
components of WM: a modality-free central executive, and two peripheral ‘slave 
systems’, the phonological loop and visuospatial sketchpad (Baddeley, 1986, 1992). 
Original support for the model and its role in reasoning and language processing came 
from findings that concurrent memory loads of six digits reduced performance on verbal 
reasoning, comprehension, and free recall tasks. Baddeley’s model has been supported 
with data from both the neuropsychological literature and from experimental 
manipulation of memory loads (Baddeley & Hitch, 1994). 
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 The central executive, which controls and assigns attentional resources, is the 
driving force behind the entire system (Baddeley, 1992). The central executive allocates 
limited resources to storage and processing components (Baddeley & Hitch, 1974). It is 
both the most important and least understood part of the system (Baddeley, 2000).  
 The phonological loop is the modality-specific ‘slave system’ responsible for 
rehearsal and storage of verbal information  (Baddeley, 1986). The phonological loop is 
comprised of a subvocal rehearsal route (the articulatory loop), and a short term store 
(Baddeley, 1986). The existence of an articulatory loop was supported by evidence of a 
word length effect (i.e., ability to remember increased numbers of words when the words 
are shorter). However, later evidence has demonstrated that this effect can be completely 
explained by lexical properties such as neighborhood size (Jalbert, Neath, & Suprenant, 
2011). Initial evidence for the storage component came from the phonological similarity 
effect, or the increased difficulty of remembering words with shared sounds and 
phonological structures (Baddeley, 1986).  More recent evidence that this effect is due to 
semantic features has “effectively eliminated the PS [phonological store]” (Caplan & 
Waters, 2013, p. 245).  Finally, note that the phonological loop not only rehearses and 
stores auditorily presented information but that it also stores converted visually presented 
information (e.g., written words or nameable pictures) as phonological representations 
that can then be rehearsed (Baddeley, 1992). Thus, according to the original model, the 
phonological loop is at work in reading tasks. 
The second original ‘slave system’ is the visuospatial sketchpad, which functions 
similarly to the phonological loop, but with visual imagery (Baddeley, 1986). Lastly, in 
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2000, Baddeley proposed an addition to the original model, an episodic buffer, which is 
able to integrate information coming from different modalities but the same event 
through conscious retrieval. 
 
Role of working memory in language processing 
 In Baddeley’s model, language comprehension was one of the three original areas 
of cognitive functioning that was thought to make use of the WM system. Since that time, 
there have been various proposals about how to measure verbal WM. In addition to 
discussion about measurement, there is also debate over whether the tasks used to 
measure WM for other verbally mediated tasks measure the same system used in 
language processing. 
 In 1980, Daneman and Carpenter argued that WM is a limited capacity system 
with a processing-storage trade-off. Tasks with heavy processing requirements strain the 
WM system either by occupying more of the shared limited capacity or by generating 
more intermediate products that require storage. Therefore, individuals with higher WM 
capacities have more storage capacity left over after using the same amount as 
individuals with lower WM in processing. Therefore, Daneman and Carpenter (1980) 
suggested that in order to truly measure individual differences in WM, a task must use 
enough of the total capacity in processing that the amount remaining for storage in lower 
capacity individuals is not enough to store all of the products that those with higher WM 
can store. Further, they argued that  measures commonly used at the time, including a 
digit span  and word span (i.e., number of digits/words that one can recall in order on 
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50% of trials), did not place sufficient demand on the processing component. Therefore, 
they proposed a novel method for measuring individual differences in WM that underlie 
reading comprehension: the reading span/listening span task. 
 The reading span, as originally described by Daneman and Carpenter (1980), 
required subjects to read series of two through six sentences (three sets each). After each 
set of sentences, subjects were asked to recall the last word from each sentence. The 
reading span was defined as the highest set length at which subjects correctly recalled all 
words in at least two of three trials. Daneman and Carpenter (1980) found that reading 
span correlated with scores on three comprehension measures: Verbal SAT, factual 
questions about reading passages, and computation of pronominal reference. Similar 
results were found with a parallel listening span measure, which was identical except that 
sentences were presented auditorily. Since that time, reading span has frequently been 
used as a measure of verbal WM in language comprehension studies. 
 King and Just (1991) furthered the perspective that measures of verbal WM 
measure the mechanism responsible for individual differences in language 
comprehension by focusing on differences in syntactic processing. WM was measured 
with a reading span test, and comprehension of sentences with object relative clauses and 
subject relative clauses while holding concurrent memory loads were compared. When 
reading with concurrent memory load, readers with low WM spans had longer reading 
times at the point of syntactic difficulty. Despite these longer reading times, 
comprehension was poorer for lower span subjects. This means that longer reading times 
did not sufficiently compensate for less efficient processing. King and Just (1991) took 
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these results as evidence that sentence processing and other verbally mediated tasks (e.g., 
concurrent memory load) draw from the same pool of resources. Results of a meta-
analysis (Daneman & Merikle, 1996) found that WM tasks that tapped combined storage 
and processing resources were better predictors of comprehension than those that 
required primarily storage. 
Using the reading span task and reviewing literature on the relationship between 
WM and language comprehension, including that of King and Just (1991), Just and 
Carpenter (1992) proposed a Capacity Theory of comprehension. The WM system they 
characterize roughly corresponds to the central executive in Baddeley’s (1986) model. 
The central executive in Baddeley’s (1986) model is the component responsible for 
resource allocation, which Just and Carpenter (1992) refer to as activation. The capacity 
theory states that processing and storage components compete for a limited capacity 
(activation) of WM. This WM is measured by Daneman and Carpenter’s (1980) reading 
span task and is necessary for syntactic processing (Just & Carpenter, 1992).   
An alternative view is that the WM system responsible for language processing is 
not the same system that is responsible for other verbally mediated tasks and measured by 
performance on the Daneman and Carpenter reading span task. This perspective has been 
developed through a series of papers arguing that the evidence for a common WM system 
underlying sentence processing and other verbally mediated tasks is weak (Caplan & 
Waters, 1990; 1999; 2013; Waters & Caplan, 1996a; 1996b). As will be discussed in the 
following section, the assertion made by Caplan and Waters is that WM ability, as 
measured by the reading span task, is not a prerequisite to initial parsing (interpretive 
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processing) but that it may be involved in later cognitive activities related to sentence 
processing (post-interpretive processing).  
Caplan and Waters (1990) differentiate between automatic processing (or skilled 
processing), which occurs rapidly and requires no effort and little processing capacity 
and controlled processing, which occurs slowly and requires both effort and processing 
capacity.  They state that automatic processing is more often linked to first pass language 
processing, or the computation of sentence form and assigning of literal meaning; 
Meanwhile, second pass processing, meaning reanalysis of output from the first pass, 
often makes use of controlled processing resources. As support for the assertion that WM 
is not required for language processing and especially initial stages of processing, Caplan 
and Waters (1990) review a series of case studies of patients in which reduced short term 
memory has limited effects on first pass language processing.  
One line of evidence in support of a separate WM system for syntactic processing 
comes from studies of Garden Path sentences, such as: 
1. The boat floated down the river sank (Caplan & Waters, 1990). 
 
Caplan and Waters (1990) propose that the first pass of reading sentences such as (1) are 
automatic, while the second pass, which requires reanalyzing the first parse and selecting 
the appropriate interpretation, is more likely to be a conscious, controlled process. Waters 
and Caplan (1996b) found no differences between participants with varied WM spans 
(high, medium, low) on comprehension of garden path sentences with whole sentence 
viewing or rapid serial visual presentation. If the capacity theory of WM is true, then 
lower span readers should have more difficulty comprehending garden path sentences. 
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Therefore, these results lend support to the use of separate resources in sentence 
processing. 
Further support that WM capacity does not underlie sentence processing is 
provided by a critique of the evidence used as support for a common system. Waters and 
Caplan (1996a) identify weaknesses in the reporting of King and Just (1991), which was 
one of the primary sources of support for the capacity theory. They note that reading time 
data was deficient in three areas: (1) It included trials on which participants answered 
questions incorrectly, (2) Statistical analyses showing that differences in reading times 
were greatest at the point of high load were not reported, and (3) Statistical analyses 
showing that there were disproportionately longer reading times in the harder sentences 
exclusively at points of high load were not reported. 
These lines of evidence were brought together by Caplan and Waters (1999), 
which describes how the language processing subsystem of verbal WM can be 
understood by dividing sentence processing into two stages: interpretive processing, and 
post-interpretive. They define interpretive processing as the steps that assign meaning to 
sentences, namely “recognizing words and appreciating their meanings and syntactic 
features; constructing syntactic and prosodic representations and assigning thematic roles, 
focus, and other aspects of propositional and discourse-level semantics” (p. 94). Post-
interpretive processing is defined as the use of a sentence with an already ascribed 
meaning for other purposes, such as LTM encoding, reasoning, planning, or revision. In 
this model, the evidence cited by Caplan and Waters (1999) supports that interpretive 
processing draws on resources from a subsystem of verbal WM separate from that used 
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for conscious, controlled, verbally mediated tasks. 
More specifically, evidence supporting a separate verbal WM system for language 
processing comes from lines of research in individual differences in syntactic processing, 
differences in processing with concurrent memory loads, and studies of patients with 
specific central executive or syntactic processing impairments (Caplan & Waters, 1999). 
For example, patients with specific and significant central executive impairments (e.g., 
Alzheimer’s Disease) have Daneman and Carpenter spans of zero or one, but are not  
more affected by syntactic complexity or by concurrent memory load in sentence 
comprehension tasks than are individuals without these significant impairments. If 
carrying an additional memory load and processing sentences did draw from the same 
pool of verbal WM resources, the expectation would have been a larger syntactic 
processing deficit with memory load in central executive-impaired patients (Caplan & 
Waters, 1999). In addition, patients with aphasia affecting syntactic processing do not 
show larger effects of concurrent memory load on a sentence picture-matching task. If the 
resources for carrying a memory load and for syntactic processing come from the same 
pool, then there should be a larger effect of concurrent memory load for this population 
(Caplan & Waters, 1999). 
 
Long term working memory 
 A new way of framing the difference between the WM system used in controlled, 
verbally mediated tasks, and that for automatic language processing is as a difference 
between short term working memory (ST-WM) and long term working memory (LT-
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WM). This distinction was first made by Ericsson and Kintsch (1995), who made 
comparisons between expert performance on non-linguistic tasks and discourse 
processing. They reported that experts, such as chess players, have access to meaningful 
information about their topic of expertise that is stored as chunks in LTM and accessed 
through cues present in the ST-WM system. LTM typically is not thought to meet the 
needs of WM-based tasks because it takes too long to encode (5-10 seconds) and retrieve 
(1 second) information. However, Ericsson and Kintsch (1995) believe that in the case of 
domain-specific expert performance, encoding and retrieval from LTM is much faster.  
Ericsson and Kintsch (1995) propose that because discourse-level text comprehension is 
a highly-practiced skill for most educated adults, it acts as a common expert skill. 
Therefore, they argue that text comprehension uses domain-specific LT-WM. This LT-
WM system for text comprehension is supported by evidence that reading can be 
interrupted and resumed without major effects on speed or accuracy of comprehension 
tasks, and by evidence that domain knowledge about topic of the text has better predicted 
memory and comprehension of texts than verbal IQ. More recently, Caplan and Waters 
(2013) proposed that LT-WM is involved in generation of intermediate products of 
computation in sentence-level processing. 
 
Ancillary comprehension mechanisms and regressive eye movements 
 So far, two perspectives on the verbal WM system used in sentence processing 
have been presented. According the Just and Carpenter (1992) capacity theory, the verbal 
WM system used in sentence processing is the same as that used in other verbally 
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mediated tasks and is measured by the reading span task. Alternatively, Caplan and 
Waters (1999) present evidence that the verbal WM system for sentence processing 
draws from a separate pool of resources than that used in conscious, controlled, verbally 
mediated tasks.  
To more fully understand the role of WM in sentence processing, Caplan, DeDe, 
Waters, & Michaud (2011) presented evidence addressing where the parser draws from 
when sentence processing—for any reason—becomes so difficult that it exceeds the 
capacity of the sentence processing WM subsystem. In order to study this, we have to 
cause the parser to fail. Causing the demand on resources for sentence processing to 
increase above the capacity of the WM system can be accomplished using a variety of 
methods. Caplan et al. (2011) approached this question using a self-paced reading 
paradigm in which participants read sentences of six different types, including sentences 
with doubly center embedded relative clauses (RC sentences), as in (2a), and parallel 
sentences with sentential complements (SC sentences), as in (2b).  
2a. The dealer who the jewelry that was identified by the victim 
implicated was arrested by the police (Caplan et al., 2011). 
2b. The dealer indicated that the jewelry that was identified by the 
victim implicated one of his friends (Caplan et al., 2011). 
 
Caplan et al. (2011) found that longer reading times at the most demanding point in their 
most demanding sentence (e.g., implicated in 2a) correlated with improved accuracy but 
that this did not occur for sentences such as (2b) or for sentences with cleft-objects, cleft-
subjects, or simple relative clauses. That is, slower reading at the second verb of a 
complex RC sentence was correlated with more accurate comprehension, as 
demonstrated in a verification task. Caplan et al. (2011) suggest that this point is one at 
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which the parser fails for most people and ancillary comprehension mechanisms are 
utilized to aid comprehension.  Caplan et al. (2011) also suggest that these ancillary 
processes include reviewing text, subvocal rehearsal, and assigning intonation contour, in 
addition to conscious problem-solving operations.  
Of these proposed ancillary mechanisms, the one most readily available for study 
is reviewing previously read text; it can be measured through eye tracking in sentence 
reading. For instance, Staub (2010) found that readers were more likely to make 
regressive eye movements from the noun phrase in object relative clauses than from the 
noun phrase in subject relative clauses, and that there was no difference in first pass 
reading times of the noun phrases between the two conditions. After the complementizer 
“that” introduces a relative clause, a verb is more common than a noun, and therefore if 
readers use likely outcomes to predict upcoming syntactic structures, they expect verbs, 
which is what they see next in subject relative clauses but not what they see next in object 
relative clauses. Staub (2010) suggests that if this data is interpreted through the 
perspective of experience-based expectations, then it could be accounted for as showing 
that these sentences are beyond the degree of expectation violations that the normal 
parser can handle and that regressive eye movements are used when there is a processing 
failure. 
Regressive eye movements, defined as movements towards earlier rather than 
later, unread text (Mitchell, Shen, Green & Hodgson, 2008), are of particular interest in 
this study because it is thought that they are indicative of parsing failures (Staub, 2010) 
and the use of additional processes such as text review, subvocal rehearsal, assigning 
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intonation contour, and conscious problem-solving, as hypothesized by Caplan et al. 
(2011). Current estimates are that 10-15% of all eye movements during reading are 
regressive (Rayner, 1998). Regressive eye movements are more common from words that 
disambiguate (Mitchell, Shen, Green, & Hodgson, 2008). In this study, regressive eye 
movements will be measured and interpreted as indicators of the use of ancillary 
comprehension strategies. 
 To address what eye gaze measurements correspond to in terms of linguistic 
processing, the perspective of the empirically-backed E-Z Reader model of sentence 
processing will be taken. According to this model, written words are processed serially in 
three stages. The first 50 ms constitute the visual uptake phase, during which information 
travels from the retina to the visual information processing areas of the brain (Pollatsek, 
Reichle, & Rayner, 2006).  This visual uptake phase is assumed to take the same amount 
of time regardless of lexical properties (e.g., frequency). Next is the L1 stage of 
processing or the familiarity check. During the familiarity check, the parser determines 
whether the word is contained in the lexicon, but the particular word identity is not 
accessed. Once L1 processing is complete, both planning of the next saccadic eye 
movement and L2 processing, or completion of lexical access, occur simultaneously. 
Planning the next saccade before completing lexical access risks that full lexical access 
may fail after saccadic planning and programming has already occurred; if the meaning 
of the word cannot be accessed or the word cannot be integrated into context but the next 
saccade has already been programmed, then the eyes might move ahead before 
satisfactory lexical access occurs (Pollatsek et al., 2006). This risk is apparent in spillover 
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effects, which occur when the word after a difficult word is fixated for longer than it 
would be fixated after a word that is easier to access. This saccadic planning occurs in 
two phases: labile and non-labile. During the labile stage, if the word is identified, the 
next eye movement can be cancelled. When a word is harder to process, both the L1 and 
L2 stages of processing take longer for that particular word (Pollatsek et al., 2006). For 
this reason, the duration of eye gazes on a word are considered to be reliable 
measurements of time spent processing that word.  
 Regressive eye movements are under-researched. An account of regressive eye 
movements and the role that higher level linguistic processing plays in determining 
occurrence of and destination of regressions was only recently added to the E-Z Reader 
Model (Reichle, Warren, & McConnell, 2009). According to this addition to the E-Z 
Reader 10, Reichle et al. (2009) include the simplifying assumption that when 
comprehension fails, eyes will regress to the word in the sentence that caused the 
comprehension failure. However, Reichle et al. (2009) note that this is a simplification; 
most regressive eye movements move back only one or two words. These regressive 
saccades, according to the model, take approximately 30 ms to program. The assertions 
of Staub (2010), Caplan et al. (2011), and Caplan and Waters (2013) that regressive eye 
movements, especially those with targeted destinations, indicate comprehension failure, 
are consistent with the E-Z Reader Model.  
 
Rationale and hypotheses 
This thesis will investigate the effect of WM capacity on use of ancillary 
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comprehension mechanisms in sentence processing. In the self-paced reading task, the 
expectation is that as WM increases, there will be a larger increase in reading times at V2 
of RC sentences compared to V2 in SC sentences. This effect is not expected for other 
(non-critical) regions of these sentences. The second prediction for the self-paced reading 
task is that an increase in reading times at V2 of RC sentences compared to SC sentences 
will correspond to higher accuracy on comprehension questions. This will be a 
replication of the Caplan et al. (2011) findings. If these predictions hold true, they will 
support that where parsing becomes so difficult that it cannot be handled by the normal 
limits of the parser, individuals with higher WM employ additional resources. 
Because the eye tracking task records a greater number of dependent variables, it 
will provide information about use of ancillary comprehension mechanisms beyond what 
can be determined from self-paced reading results. In the eye tracking task, the predicted 
outcomes are that as WM increases, there will be longer reading times at V2 in RC 
sentences compared to SC sentences, and that there will be no change in reading times at 
other (non-V2) segments of RC compared to SC sentences as WM changes. If this is true, 
it will provide further support, using eye tracking methodology, for the ability of readers 
with higher WM capacities to use additional resources at the point where parsing breaks 
down. Finally, it is expected that as WM increases, there will be increased regressions out 
of V2 in RC compared to SC sentences. If this is true, it will indicate that rereading is a 
technique that can make use of the general verbal WM system when normal parsing fails. 
Overall, the combination of eye tracking and self-paced reading methodologies to look at 
extremely difficult sentences where parsing is expected to fail, along with measurement 
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of WM, will provide information about the use of ancillary comprehension mechanisms 
in reading. 
 
 
METHODS 
Subjects 
Fifty-one Boston University students were recruited through advertisements 
posted on campus and on an online job board. Three participants discontinued their 
participation after one of the two sessions due to scheduling difficulties, creating a final 
sample of 48. Eligibility was restricted to native English speakers with normal/corrected-
to-normal vision, no history of language or neurological impairment
1
 between the ages of 
18 and 30. All subjects were paid $10.00/hour. 
 
Procedures 
 A self-paced reading task and eye tracking task were both used in addition to a 
WM battery. Each participant attended two testing sessions, occurring at least one week 
apart. During one experimental session lasting approximately 1.5 hours, subjects 
completed the WM battery and then the self-paced reading task. During the other session, 
which lasted approximately one hour, subjects completed the eye tracking task. Half of 
the participants completed the WM/self-paced reading session first, and half completed 
the tasks in the reverse order. 
                                                          
1
 One participant reported a history of a minor concussion with no effects lasting longer than one 
week. 
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Working memory tasks 
 Participants completed a computer-based WM battery consisting of three tasks 
given in the following order: alphabet span, subtract two span, and sentence span. This 
battery has been shown to have good internal consistency and test-retest reliability 
(Waters & Caplan, 2003). During the alphabet span task, participants heard increasingly 
long lists of words (beginning with two words, ending with eight words) through a 
headphone set. Then they viewed the words they heard plus two additional words on the 
computer screen, in a different order than what they heard. Participants were asked to 
manually point to the words they heard in alphabetical order. For the subtract two span 
task, participants heard increasingly long lists of numbers (again, two up through eight 
per list). They were asked to then point to numbers two less than those they heard, in 
order of presentation, on the computer screen. For the sentence span task (Waters & 
Caplan, 1996c), participants heard sentences and were asked to make plausibility 
judgments immediately following each sentence by pressing the “F” key, labeled as “yes” 
or the “J” key, labeled as “no.” After each list of sentences, starting with two and 
increasing to six, the last word from each sentence along with two additional words 
appeared in a different order than that of auditory presentation, and participants were 
asked to point to the last word from each sentence, in the order the sentences were 
presented. For all three tasks, five trials were presented at each list length, creating 175 
possible items correct each on the alphabet span and subtract two span, and 100 possible 
items correct on the sentence span. Number of items correct on each task were added, 
creating a composite WM score, out of 450. 
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Self-paced reading task 
 Sentences were presented on a PC computer screen in 20 point font, using 
Linger self-paced reading software (http://tedlab.mit.edu/~dr/Linger/). Before each 
sentence, participants saw dashes on the screen, representing the words in the sentence. 
They were instructed to press the spacebar to view the first word or phrase, and when 
done reading that segment, to press the spacebar again, at which point the first word or 
phrase would be replaced by dashes, and the next word or phrase would appear. 
Participants were told to press the spacebar until they were done reading the sentence, at 
which point a comprehension question would appear. Participants were instructed to 
press the “F” key, labeled “yes” or “J” key, labeled “no” to answer the question, and after 
answering the question received feedback if the answer was incorrect. One hundred and 
eight pairs of sentences and questions were presented, 36 of which were part of this 
experiment, with an opportunity for a break halfway through. 
 
Eye tracking task 
 A head-mounted Eyelink II System (SR Research Ltd.) and Experiment Builder 
Software on a PC computer were used to obtain and record eye movement data. Prior 
participants viewing the sentences, the Eyelink system was mounted and calibrated using 
a three-point horizontal plane calibration. For a calibration to be considered valid, the 
maximum error occurring at any time could not exceed 1 degree of the subject’s field of 
vision, and the average error could not exceed 0.5 degree. Before each sentence appeared, 
a drift correction screen appeared, which allowed the experimenter to monitor the 
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reliability of the system and adjust when necessary. Sentences were presented on a 
computer screen in 13-point Times New Roman font, with the entire sentence displayed 
at one time. Participants were instructed to read the sentences and press a button on a 
game controller when they were done. After each sentence, a comprehension question 
appeared, which participants answered by pressing the right (for “yes”) or left (for “no”) 
button on the controller. If an answer was not given in five seconds, a “no response” was 
recorded and the next sentence was presented. Feedback was given for both correct and 
incorrect responses. There was a formal opportunity for a break halfway through the 
sentences, but the eyetracker could be moved and recalibrated between any two sentences 
if the calibration accuracy was unacceptable or if the participant desired a break.  
 
Materials 
 Thirty-six pairs of sentences were used in this study. One sentence in each pair 
contained a doubly embedded relative clause (RC) and the other a sentential complement 
(SC). Each sentence was followed by a question. Half asked about the critical region, 
namely V2, and will be called “Critical Region Questions (CRQs),” and the other half of 
which asked about other regions and will be called “Non-critical Region Questions 
(NCRQs).” Thus, there were four combinations of sentence and question types, as shown 
in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Sentence and question types. 
NP1 W/V NP2 Pro V1 By Phrase V2 End 
1. Sentential Complement (SC) Sentence with Critical Region Question (CRQ): 
The 
woman 
believed 
that 
the recipe that was 
selected 
by the 
judges 
inspired the young pastry 
chef. 
CRQ: Was the recipe inspiring? 
2. Doubly Embedded Relative Clause (RC) Sentence with CRQ: 
The 
woman 
who the recipe that was 
selected 
by the 
judges 
inspired was an excellent 
cook. 
CRQ: Was the woman inspired? 
3. SC Sentence with Non-Critical Region Question (NCRQ): 
The artist thought 
that 
the painting that was 
studied 
by the 
historian 
motivated him in his work. 
NCRQ: Did the artist study the painting? 
4. RC Sentence with Non-Critical Region Question (NCRQ): 
The artist who the painting that was 
studied 
by the 
historian 
motivated was very 
talented. 
NCRQ: Did the artist study the painting? 
 
  Sentences were identical to those presented in Caplan et al. (2011), some of 
which were originally used by Grodner et al. (2011). Each sentence was followed by a 
comprehension question, either taken directly or modified from those used by Caplan et 
al. (2011) or created for this study. In addition to the 36 sentences and questions for this 
study, 72 filler items that were part of other studies were also presented, creating 108 
pairs of sentences and comprehension questions total, which were presented in random 
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order. Participants saw one version of each sentence (RC or SC) in the eye tracking task 
and the other version in the self-paced reading task. 
 
RESULTS 
 
Self-paced reading task 
Reaction times (RTs) for each segment and accuracy were recorded with Linger 
software. Analysis was done using R statistical analysis software (R Core Team, 2012), 
with the lme4 package, version 0.999999-0, for mixed effects modeling (Baayen, 
Davidson, & Bates, 2008). 
 
Self-paced reading times  
All self-paced reading times analyses were performed on accurate trials only 
(75% of all trials) in order to represent successful processing. Overall accuracy scores 
ranged from 61.1%  to 94.4% in the self-paced reading task and 58.3% to 94.4% in the 
eye tracking task. Table 2 shows mean self-paced reading times for accurate trials at each 
segment by condition, after discarding outliers, defined as reaction times under 100 ms 
over 4 s (0.5% of total trials).  
RTs for accurate trials in the RC and SC conditions were compared using linear 
mixed effects models with condition as a fixed effect. For this model and for all 
subsequent linear and logistic mixed effects models reported, items and subjects were 
crossed random effects (random intercepts only), with the exception of omitting items at 
Pro because the content was the same in every trial (i.e., “that”). For this and for all of the 
following models, length in characters and average log word frequency were included as 
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fixed effects only for regions that differed between conditions (W/V and End) to control 
for length and frequency effects on reading times. Estimates of these models showed that 
RTs were significantly slower in the RC condition for the last four segments of the 
sentence (ps < .001 for V1, By, V2, and End), with a borderline result at Pro (p = .051), 
and no significant differences in RTs for the first three segments. See Table 2 for p-
values by segment. 
Table 2. Mean RTs (ms) for accurate trials by segment and condition. SDs in parenthesis. 
p values represent linear mixed effects regressions with items and subjects as crossed 
random effects (random intercepts only) for all segments except Pro where items were 
omitted, condition as a fixed effect for all segments, and length and log word frequency 
as fixed effects for W/V and End. Significant p values represent differences in RTs 
between conditions. 
 SC RC p Value (MCMC) 
NP1 535 (45) 549 (338) .854 
W/V* 598 (419) 533 (348) .548 
NP2 609 (387) 606 (411) .455 
Pro 553 (362) 598 (403) .051 
V1 572 (365) 676 (477) <.001 
By 611 (300) 688 (427) <.001 
V2 569 (256) 689 (493) <.001 
End* 1015 (586) 1522 (796) <.001 
 
Next, linear mixed effects models were run to estimate the interaction effect of 
condition × WM on RTs at each segment. As in previous models, items and subjects were 
random effects (random intercepts only), with length and frequency included as fixed 
effects for W/V and End, with a condition × WM fixed interaction factor. Estimates of 
these models showed a significant interaction between condition and WM only at V2, 
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with reading slowing more in the RC condition compared to the SC condition for 
individuals with higher WM (p < .001). See Figure 1 and Table 3. 
 
Figure 1. Condition × WM interaction effect on RT at V2. Low and High WM represent 
scores 1 SD above and below the mean.
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Table 3. Linear mixed effects analysis of RT by Condition × WM at V2: Effects of 
condition, WM z-scores (reference level: 0), and Condition × WM interaction on raw 
reaction times in ms.   
 Estimate (ms) SE t Value p Value (MCMC) 
Reference level of condition: SC 
Intercept 580.59 28.74 20.20  
Condition effect (RC) 84.08 15.70 5.36 <.001 
WM effect -19.98 28.57 -0.70 .4264 
Condition × WM 89.74 15.89 5.65 <.001 
Reference level of condition: RC 
Intercept 
664.67 28.76 23.11  
Condition effect (SC) -84.08 15.70 -5.36 <.001 
WM effect 69.77 28.60 2.44 .007 
Condition × WM -89.78 15.89 -5.65 <.001 
 
Accuracy in self-paced reading task 
Mean accuracy for questions in the self-paced reading task, by condition, is 
shown in Table 4. 
Table 4 . Mean accuracy in self-paced reading task by condition. 
 
Accuracy 
 M SD 
SC .79 .40 
RC .70 .46 
Overall .75 .43 
 
To test the hypothesis that longer RTs at V2 would correspond to higher accuracy, 
mixed logistic regression models were run with items and subjects as crossed random 
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intercepts (except for items at Pro) and RT × condition as a fixed interaction effect for 
each segment separately. Length in characters and average log word frequency were 
included as fixed effects at W/V and End. As shown in Table 5, there was a significant 
interaction between RT and condition at V2, and also at NP1, W/V, NP2, V1 and END, 
such that accuracy improved as RTs became longer in the harder (RC) condition (all ps 
<.05). There were no significant interaction effects at Pro or By (also shown in Table 5). 
There were false convergences in the fitting of models for NP2, V1, and End, so these 
interaction effects should be interpreted with caution. 
The effect that the interaction between condition and RT have on accuracy at V2 
is consistent with Caplan et al. (2011)’s finding of positive correlations between residual 
reading times at V2 of (the same) doubly embedded relative clauses and accuracy. 
However, Caplan et al. (2011) did not find this effect at any other point in these (or other) 
sentences, and the current study found improved accuracy with longer RTs in the RC 
compared to SC condition at additional points: NP1, W/V, NP2, V1, and End.  Different 
statistical analyses were conducted in the two studies, and this may account for the 
different findings. In the current study, logistic mixed effects models took RTs in SC as a 
reference point, and therefore represent the increase in accuracy occurring with a change 
from the SC to RC condition. The correlations reported by Caplan et al. (2011) were run 
for each sentence type (RC and SC) separately, and an effect was found for RC sentences 
but not for SC sentences at V2. 
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Table 5. Mixed logistic regression analysis of accuracy in self-paced reading task by 
segment. Effects of condition (reference level: SC) and RT (reference level: average RT) 
on log(odds) accuracy. Models for each segment contained items and subjects as random 
intercepts, except that for Pro, which omitted items. W/V and End contained length and 
average log word frequency as fixed effects. 
 
 Estimate (log odds) SE z Value p Value 
NP1 
Intercept 1.6576 0.1889 8.77  
Condition effect -0.5907 0.1232 -4.80 <.001 
RT effect -0.0005 0.0002 -2.38 .017 
Condition × RT 0.0015 0.0004 3.54 <.001 
W/V 
Intercept 2.1717 0.3427 6.34  
Condition effect -1.5793 0.5758 -2.74 .006 
RT effect -0.0003 0.0002 -1.65 .099 
Condition × RT 0.0011 0.0004 2.92 .003 
NP2* 
Intercept 1.4005 0.1028 13.62  
Condition effect -0.5196 0.1151 -4.51 <.001 
RT effect -0.0004 0.0002 -1.80 .071 
Condition × RT 0.0007 0.0002 2.49 .013 
Pro 
Intercept 1.3972 0.1023 13.43  
Condition effect -0.9098 02125 -4.28 <.001 
RT effect -0.0003 0.0002 -1.40 0.163 
Condition × RT 0.0005 0.0003 1.79 .073 
V1* 
Intercept 1.3737 0.1023 13.43  
Condition effect -0.5128 0.1143 -4.49 <.001 
RT effect -0.0004 0.0002 -1.03 .043 
Condition × RT 0.0006 0.0003 2.41 .016 
By 
Intercept 1.6353 0.1874 8.73  
Condition effect -0.5936 0.1218 -4.87 <.001 
RT effect -0.0005 0.0002 -2.08 .038 
Condition × RT 0.0006 0.0003 1.85 .064 
V2 
Intercept 1.6332 0.1880 8.69  
Condition effect -0.6030 0.1226 -4.92 <.001 
RT effect -0.0006 0.0003 -1.81 .071 
Condition × RT 0.0012 0.0004 2.96 .003 
End* Intercept 1.4408 0.1110 12.98  
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Condition effect -0.7126 0.1346 -5.30 <.001 
RT effect -0.0003 0.0001 -2.28 .023 
Condition × RT 0.0006 0.0002 3.30 <.001 
*Interpret with caution due to false convergence. 
 
Eye tracking task 
 All analyses were run using the same R software and statistical packages as used 
for the self-paced reading task analysis. 
 
Accuracy in eye tracking task 
Accuracy in the eye tracking task, by condition, is reported in Table 6. 
Table 6. Accuracy in eye-tracking task, by condition. 
 
Accuracy 
 M SD 
SC .85 .56 
RC .73 .44 
Overall .79 .41 
 
Reading time measures in eye tracking task 
Three reading time measures
2
 were recorded and extracted from the Eyelink II 
System on a Dell computer. First is first fixation duration, which the duration of the 
reader’s first fixation on a region when the region was not skipped during the first pass 
through the sentence (Staub, 2010). Second is go-past time, which is the total time from 
                                                          
2
 For the purpose of this thesis, the reading time measures used were similar to first fixation duration, go-
past time, and dwell times. However, trials in which a region was skipped during the first pass were not 
eliminated. Because few regions are skipped on the first pass, the difference between the measures as 
defined by Staub (2010) and as used here are expected to be very small. 
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the first fixation on a word from the until it is exited to the right, including any time spent 
regressing into regions to the left of the word (Staub, 2010). Finally, dwell time (also 
called total time) is total time spent fixating on a region (Staub, 2010). 
Figure 2 shows mean first fixation durations for accurate trials by segment and 
condition. Figure 3 shows mean go-past times for accurate trials by segment and 
condition except the sentence-final End segment, for which go-past times represent total 
sentence reading time. Go-past times for End are shown in Table 7. Mean dwell times for 
accurate trials by segment and condition are shown in Figure 4.  
Figure 2. Mean raw first fixation durations for accurate trials by segment and condition. 
Errors bars represent SE. 
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Figure 3. Mean raw go-past times for accurate trials by segment and condition. Errors 
bars represent SE. 
 
 
Table 7. Mean go-past times (ms) for End, which represent total reading time. 
 
SC RC 
 M SD M SD 
Accurate 1410 850 2462 1311 
Inaccurate 1288 774 2474 1299 
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Figure 4. Mean raw dwell times for accurate trials by segment and condition. Errors bars 
represent SE. 
 
To analyze the effect of condition on reading times measures (first fixation 
duration, go-past time, and dwell time) in accurate trials, linear mixed effects regressions 
were run with condition as a fixed effect and items and subjects as crossed random 
effects (random intercepts only) for each segment, with items omitted for Pro. Average 
log word frequency and length were included as fixed effects for W/V and End only.  
The first fixation duration analyses showed longer durations in the RC compared 
to the SC condition at NP2 (p <.003) and trends in the same direction at Pro (p = .084) 
and V2 (p = .058). At NP1, there was a trend in the opposite direction, towards shorter 
first fixation durations in the RC compared to SC sentences (p = .058). There were no 
significant differences in first fixation durations at W/V, Pro, V1, By, or End. See Table 
8. 
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Table 8. Linear mixed effects analysis of effect of condition on first fixation durations at 
each segment for accurate trials. Subjects and items were random effects for all models, 
with the exception of omitting items at Pro. Length and average log word frequency were 
fixed effects for W/V and End. Reference level for Condition: SC. 
  
Estimate (ms) SE t Value 
p Value 
(MCMC) 
NP1 
Intercept 289.44 8.88 32.61  
Condition -12.99 6.80 -1.91 .058 
W/V 
Intercept 254.23 13.38 19.00  
Condition 8.84 23.68 0.37 .717 
NP2 
Intercept 246.91 6.93 35.65  
Condition 14.27 6.21 2.30 .003 
Pro 
Intercept 249.96 7.44 33.59  
Condition 14.39 8.38 1.72 .084 
V1 
Intercept 259.21 5.47 47.37  
Condition -5.24 5.77 -0.91 .351 
By 
Intercept 254.74 6.18 41.19  
Condition -1.71 6.22 -0.28 .742 
V2 
Intercept 265.58 5.97 44.47  
Condition 11.72 6.12 1.92 .058 
End 
Intercept 273.91 5.87 46.66  
Condition 3.711 7.97 0.47 .658 
 
Go-past time analyses showed longer durations in RC sentences than in SC 
sentences at W/V (p = .035), NP2 (p <.001), Pro (p < .001), By (p = .017) and End (p 
<.001), with trends at V1 (p = .086) and V2 (p = .068). The significant effect at End 
represents longer total reading times for the entire sentence together in RC than in SC 
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sentences. There were no significant differences between conditions on go-past times at 
the first segment of the sentence, NP1. See Table 9. 
Table 9. Linear mixed effects analysis of effect of condition on go-past times at each 
segment for accurate trials. Subjects and items were crossed random effects (random 
intercepts only) for all models, with the exception of omitting items at Pro. Length and 
average log word frequency were fixed effects for W/V and End. Reference level for 
Condition: SC. 
  
Estimate (ms) SE t Value 
p Value 
(MCMC) 
NP1 
Intercept 432.71 17.50 24.73  
Condition -12.94 12.71 -1.02 .3132 
W/V 
Intercept 362.33 29.70 12.20  
Condition 107.79 51.13 2.11 .0352 
NP2 
Intercept 386.28 18.75 20.60  
Condition 105.54 13.33 7.92 <.001 
Pro 
Intercept 272.29 9.735 27.97  
Condition 50.96 10.12 5.036 <.001 
V1 
Intercept 466.92 18.40 25.37  
Condition 23.55 13.29 1.77 .0862 
By 
Intercept 462.23 18.98 24.35  
Condition 31.72 13.38 2.37 .0172 
V2 
Intercept 361.36 13.45 26.86  
Condition 21.45 11.41 1.88 .0676 
End 
Intercept 1607.98 88.02 18.27  
Condition 617.62 56.77 10.88 <.001 
 
Dwell time analyses showed longer total dwell times in RC sentences compared 
to SC sentences at all segments except W/V. All ps <.001, except at W/V, where p = 
.399. See Table 10. 
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Table 10. Linear mixed effects analysis of effect of condition on dwell times at each 
segment for accurate trials. Subjects and items were crossed random effects (random 
intercepts only) for all models, with the exception of omitting items at Pro. Length and 
average log word frequency were fixed effects for W/V and End. Reference level for 
Condition: SC. 
  
Estimate 
(ms) 
SE t Value 
p Value 
(MCMC) 
NP1 
Intercept 1369.98 73.46 18.65  
Condition 119.63 36.05 3.32 <.001 
W/V 
Intercept 1335.00 90.93 14.68  
Condition 121.11 150.64 0.80 .399 
NP2 
Intercept 1162.06 68.34 17.00  
Condition 676.34 36.86 18.35 <.001 
Pro 
Intercept 375.81 25.79 14.57  
Condition 229.28 21.44 10.69 <.001 
V1 
Intercept 884.47 51.39 17.21  
Condition 318.31 31.74 10.03 <.001 
By 
Intercept 1002.27 52.82 18.97  
Condition 151.68 31.08 4.88 <.001 
V2 
Intercept 738.45 47.88 15.42  
Condition 285.48 28.36 10.07 <.001 
End 
Intercept 1598.89 88.07 18.16  
Condition 620.19 56.78 10.92 <.001 
 
To test the hypothesis that reading times would be longer, as measured by first 
fixation durations, go-past times, and dwell times, at V2 in accurate trials of RC 
sentences than in SC sentences as WM increased, linear mixed effects models with a 
condition × WM fixed interaction factor were run for each segment. Items and subjects 
were crossed random intercepts in all models except those for Pro, where items were 
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omitted. Length and average log word frequency were included as fixed effects for W/V 
and End. There were no significant interaction effects for any segment on first fixation 
duration or dwell times at the α = .05 level. There was a significant interaction between 
WM and condition for go-past time at V2 such that as WM increased, go-past times 
increased more in the RC condition than in the SC condition at V2 (p < .05) but not at 
any other segment. See Table 11 for model estimates. 
 
Table 11. Linear mixed effects analysis of Go-past time by Condition × WM at V2: 
Effects of Condition and WM z-scores (reference level: 0) on raw reaction times in ms.   
 
 Estimate (ms) SE t Value p Value (MCMC) 
Reference level of condition: SC 
Intercept 361.51 13.53 26.71  
Condition effect (RC) 20.71 11.40 1.82 .0692 
WM effect -14.82 11.10 -1.34 .1734 
Condition × WM 26.71 11.29 2.37 .0216 
Reference level of condition: RC 
Intercept 
382.22 13.91 27.49  
Condition effect (SC) -20.71 11.40 -1.82 .0708 
WM effect 11.89 11.55 1.03 .2796 
Condition × WM -26.71 11.29 -2.37 .0162 
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Regression measures in eye tracking task 
Two measures of regressions out of and into of segments were calculated. First, 
mean number of regressions out of or into a segment represents the number of times a 
participant regressed into or out of that segment per sentence. Second, mean occurrence 
of regressions represents whether or not a segment was regressed into or out of in a 
sentence at all, with 0 = no regression out of or into the segment, and 1 = at least one 
regression out of or into the segment. Logistic mixed effects models were on occurrence 
of regression because this type of modeling requires binary dependent variables. Mean 
numbers of regressions are reported for descriptive purposes. Tables 12, 13, 14, and 15 
show means of these two measures for regressions out and in. 
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Table 12. Mean number of regressions out of each segment, by condition and accuracy. 
 
SC RC 
 M SD M SD 
W/V 
Accurate 1.60 1.20 1.00 0.99 
Inaccurate 1.76 1.27 1.15 1.16 
NP2 
Accurate 1.18 1.15 2.09 1.50 
Inaccurate 1.10 1.12 2.14 1.64 
Pro 
Accurate 0.45 0.66 0.88 1.00 
Inaccurate 0.41 0.63 1.06 1.04 
V1 
Accurate 0.66 0.88 1.22 1.29 
Inaccurate 0.58 0.79 1.35 1.36 
BY 
Accurate 0.58 0.88 0.79 1.13 
Inaccurate 0.46 0.82 0.84 1.09 
V2 
Accurate 0.58 0.82 0.81 1.09 
Inaccurate 0.52 0.89 0.83 1.20 
END 
Accurate 2.01 1.23 2.65 1.62 
Inaccurate 1.85 1.12 2.74 1.92 
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Table 13. Mean occurrence of regressions out of each segment, by condition and 
accuracy. 1 = One or more regressions out, 0 = no regressions out. 
 
SC RC 
 M SD M SD 
W/V 
Accurate 0.82 0.38 0.64 0.48 
Inaccurate 0.85 0.36 0.67 0.47 
NP2 
Accurate 0.69 0.46 0.86 0.34 
Inaccurate 0.65 0.48 0.86 0.35 
Pro 
Accurate 0.37 0.48 0.58 0.49 
Inaccurate 0.34 0.48 0.67 0.47 
V1 
Accurate 0.46 0.50 0.64 0.48 
Inaccurate 0.43 0.50 0.69 0.46 
BY 
Accurate 0.40 0.49 0.46 0.50 
Inaccurate 0.32 0.47 0.49 0.50 
V2 
Accurate 0.42 0.49 0.47 0.50 
Inaccurate 0.35 0.48 0.46 0.50 
END 
Accurate 0.97 0.18 0.97 0.16 
Inaccurate 0.98 0.18 0.96 0.20 
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Table 14. Mean number of regressions into each segment, by condition and accuracy. 
 
SC RC 
 M SD M SD 
NP1 
Accurate 2.61 1.46 2.93 1.73 
Inaccurate 2.50 1.38 3.05 1.81 
W/V 
Accurate 1.81 1.35 1.86 1.40 
Inaccurate 1.80 1.35 2.05 1.51 
NP2 
Accurate 0.65 0.87 1.67 1.39 
Inaccurate 0.57 0.74 1.98 1.79 
Pro 
Accurate 0.49 0.74 0.65 0.83 
Inaccurate 0.40 0.61 0.73 0.85 
V1 
Accurate 0.46 0.76 0.63 0.98 
Inaccurate 0.34 0.56 0.66 0.92 
BY 
Accurate 0.51 0.76 0.84 1.12 
Inaccurate 0.56 0.92 0.87 1.19 
V2 
Accurate 0.54 0.76 0.86 1.01 
Inaccurate 0.43 0.67 0.86 1.07 
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Table 15. Mean occurrence of regressions into each segment, by condition and accuracy. 
1 = One or more regressions in, 0 = no regressions in. 
 
SC RC 
 M SD M SD 
NP1 
Accurate 0.98 0.13 0.97 0.16 
Inaccurate 0.98 0.15 0.98 0.15 
W/V 
Accurate 0.85 0.36 0.86 0.35 
Inaccurate 0.86 0.35 0.89 0.32 
NP2 
Accurate 0.45 0.50 0.80 0.40 
Inaccurate 0.46 0.50 0.86 0.35 
Pro 
Accurate 0.38 0.49 0.47 0.50 
Inaccurate 0.33 0.47 0.51 0.50 
V1 
Accurate 0.34 0.48 0.41 0.49 
Inaccurate 0.30 0.46 0.45 0.50 
BY 
Accurate 0.38 0.48 0.49 0.50 
Inaccurate 0.38 0.49 0.49 0.50 
V2 
Accurate 0.41 0.49 0.53 0.50 
Inaccurate 0.35 0.48 0.52 0.50 
 
To examine the effect of condition whether at least one regression out of each 
segment occurred, logistic mixed effects regressions were run on accurate trials for each 
segment, with condition as a fixed effect, subjects and items as crossed random effects 
(random intercepts only) for all segments except items at Pro, and length and average log 
word frequency as fixed effects for W/V and End. The same models were run for 
regressions into each segment. For occurrence of regression out, there were more 
occurrences of regression out of NP2, Pro, V1 and By in the RC condition than in the SC 
condition (all ps <.001), with a borderline result at V2 (p = .055). There was no effect of 
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condition at W/V or End. See Table 16. For regressions into segments, there was 
increased likelihood of at least one regression into NP2, Pro, V1, By, and V2 in the RC 
condition than in the SC condition (all ps < .05). There was no effect of condition at NP1 
or W/V. See Table 17. 
Table 16. Logistic mixed effects analysis of condition on occurrence of regression out, 
for accurate trials, by segment. Positive estimates indicate increased regressions out for 
RC sentences. (Reference level of condition: SC.) 
 
  Estimate  
(log odds) 
SE z Value p Value 
W/V 
Intercept 1.3300 0.3161 4.21  
Condition effect -0.2866 0.5906 -0.49 .628 
NP2 
Intercept 0.9276 0.1473 6.30  
Condition effect 1.1598 0.1497 7.75 <.001 
Pro 
Intercept -0.5941 0.1118 -5.31  
Condition effect 0.9362 0.1254 7.47 <.001 
V1 
Intercept -0.1822 0.1477 -1.23  
Condition effect 0.8638 0.1214 7.12 <.001 
By 
Intercept -0.4641 0.1361 -3.41  
Condition effect 0.3008 0.1172 2.57 .010 
V2 
Intercept -0.3882 0.1462 -2.66  
Condition effect 0.2277 0.1189 1.92 .055 
End 
Intercept 4.5826 0.4012 11.42  
Condition effect 0.2342 0.4122 0.57 .570 
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Table 17. Logistic mixed effects analysis of condition on occurrence of regression in, for 
accurate trials, by segment. Positive estimates indicate increased regressions out for RC 
sentences. (Reference level of condition: SC.) 
  Estimate  
(log odds) 
SE z Value p Value 
NP1 
Intercept 4.4351 0.3505 12.66  
Condition effect -0.3518 0.4211 -0.84 .404 
W/V 
Intercept 1.9450 0.3025 6.43  
Condition effect -0.0150 0.5533 -0.03 .978 
NP2 
Intercept -0.2580 0.1557 -1.66  
Condition effect 1.8597 0.1367 13.61 <.001 
Pro 
Intercept -0.5871 0.1344 -4.37  
Condition effect 0.4469 0.1272 3.51 <.001 
V1 
Intercept -0.7537 0.1642 -4.59  
Condition effect 0.3264 0.1228 2.66 .008 
By 
Intercept -0.5572 0.1338 -4.16  
Condition effect 0.5133 0.1173 4.38 <.001 
V2 
Intercept -0.4039 0.1262 -3.20  
Condition effect 0.5507 0.1167 4.72 <.001 
To determine whether there was increased occurrence of regression out of or into 
any segment in RC sentences compared to SC sentences as WM increased, logistic mixed 
effects regressions with a condition × WM interaction factor were run for each segment. 
As in previous models, subjects and items were included as random effects, omitting 
items at Pro, and length and average log word frequency were fixed effects for W/V and 
End.  
For the regression out measure, there were no segments at which there was a 
significant interaction between condition and WM at the α = .05 level. See Table 18 for 
logistic mixed effects model for interaction between condition and WM at V2 (ns). For 
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the regression in measure, there were more occurrences of regression into the By phrase 
in the RC condition than in the SC condition as WM increased (p < .001), and no 
significant interactions at the α = .05 level for any other segment. See Figure 5. 
Table 18. Logistic mixed effects analysis of occurrence of regression out by Condition × 
WM at V2: Effects of condition (reference level: SC), WM z-scores (reference level: 0), 
and Condition × WM interaction on occurrence of regression out. 
 Estimate (ms) SE z Value p Value (MCMC) 
Reference level of condition: SC 
Intercept -0.3901 0.1464 -2.67  
Condition effect (RC) 0.2278 0.1191 1.91 0.0557 
WM effect -0.1049 0.1424 -0.74 0.4612 
Condition × WM 0.1639 0.1192 1.38 0.1690 
Reference level of condition: RC 
Intercept -0.1623 0.1494 -1.09  
Condition effect (SC) -0.2279 0.1191 -1.91 0.0557 
WM effect 0.0590 0.1451 0.41 0.6841 
Condition × WM -0.1640 0.1192 -1.38 0.1690 
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Figure 5. Effect of interaction between Condition and WM on Regression into By Phrase. 
Low and High WM represent scores 1 SD above and below the mean. 
 
 
DISCUSSION 
Self-paced reading task 
 Across subjects, more time was spent reading the last five segments (Pro,V1, By, 
V2, and End)  of the RC sentences than of SC sentences, but there were no significant 
differences in reading times between conditions for the first three segments. This result 
replicates and expands on the findings of Caplan et al. (2011), who found that there were 
differences in RTs at V1, V2, and End, but not at N1 or N2, and did not perform analyses 
at W/V, Pro, or By.  Longer RTs in the harder sentences reflect increased time spent 
processing more complex syntax. 
0
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As predicted, WM score affected the magnitude of the difference in reading times 
between conditions at the point of highest processing load, V2, such that individuals with 
higher WM scores spent more time reading V2 in the RC than in SC sentences. WM did 
not affect the size of the increase in reading times in RC sentences at any of the other four 
segment where there were main effects of condition (Pro, V1, By, or End). This result 
indicates that ST-WM may be drawn on for processing at V2 of RC sentences more than 
at V2 of  SC sentences. Because of the high syntactic processing load at V2 of RC 
sentences, use of ST-WM at this point supports the suggestion made by Caplan and 
Waters (2013) that ST-WM is used for ancillary processing when comprehension fails. 
 The next result of the self-paced reading task is that increase in reading times in 
RC compared to SC sentences in six (NP1, W/V, NP2, V1, V2, and End) of the eight 
segments were related to higher end-of-sentence accuracy. As previously stated, the 
increase in reading time at V2 in RC compared to SC sentences is consistent with the 
findings reporting by Caplan et al. (2011). However, Caplan et al. (2011) used 
correlations to analyze differences in the effect of reading times on accuracy at each 
segment. They found that there was a positive correlation between reading times at V2 
and comprehension question accuracy for RC sentences but not for SC sentences. 
Because the correlations used by Caplan et al. (2011) used means rather than a statistic 
accounting for the repeated measures design, some power was lost, making the approach 
relatively conservative. The analysis conducted in this study used logistic mixed effects 
modeling to estimate the increase in accuracy when switching from SC to RC sentences, 
which is a less conservative approach. This difference in statistical testing may contribute 
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to the different finding. What it tells us, still, is that individual readers who spent longer 
reading most segments of the sentence had better comprehension. 
 Longer reading times are typically thought to occur due to less-efficient parsing. 
For individuals with less efficient parsers, then, longer reading times either compensate 
for less efficient parsing, in which case comprehension accuracy would be the same as 
for those with more efficient parsers and faster reading times, or longer reading times do 
not fully compensate, in which case accuracy scores would be lower when reading times 
are longer (Caplan & Waters, 2013). Therefore, positive relationships between longer 
reading times and better comprehension indicate that “some process other than less 
efficient processors working harder to accomplish the comprehension task to the average 
level have been applied,” which include “conscious problem-solving operations such as 
deliberate application of ‘rules of grammar’ that a comprehender has learned, readers’ 
revisions of mental intonation contours to help determine constituent boundaries, and 
others that require accessing representations of a presented sentence in memory” (Caplan 
& Waters, 2013, p. 262). Taking this perspective, the readers who spent more time at six 
of the eight points in this study were engaging in conscious problem-solving operations. 
It is surprising that the differences occurred at the first segment, NP1, at which point 
there has not yet been differentiation between the two sentences, i.e., sentence type 
cannot be predicted until the second segment, W/V, is shown, so increased RTs at NP1 
cannot be strategic. It is possible that readers who spend more time reading NP1 (or any 
other segment) in RC than in SC sentences were also likely to spend more time reading 
some or all of other five segments with increased RTs in the RC condition, but that time 
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spent at only some of these segments actually contributed to improved accuracy. In other 
words, the effect of increased reading times at some segments may be confounded by the 
effect of increased reading times at other segments on accuracy. A more detailed 
analysis, in which influences of reading times at other segments is factored out, may be 
necessary to determine which segments’ RTs actually contribute to end-of-sentence 
accuracy. 
   
Eye tracking task 
 In the eye tracking task, as in the self-paced reading task, reading times in the 
harder (RC) sentences were generally longer than those for the SC sentences. These 
differences appeared in comparisons of first fixation durations, go-past times, and dwell 
times at several segments. The only exception was that at NP1, first fixation durations 
were borderline shorter in RC sentences than in SC sentences. This is the only point 
where any of the three measures showed shorter reading times in RC sentences. First 
fixation durations, which provide information about early processing, were increased at 
NP2, Pro (borderline), and V2. Go-past times, which are more difficult to interpret 
regarding what stage of processing they represent, were increased at NP2, Pro, V1 
(borderline), By, V2 (borderline) and End.  Dwell time, which represents overall 
processing time including rereading and revisions, was increased at every segment except 
W/V. Increased time spent reading RC sentences are not surprising.  
One difference between the self-paced reading RTs and the reading time measures 
in this experiment are that in the self-paced reading task, increased RTs were only found 
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for the last five segments, starting with Pro. This means that with the whole sentence 
presentation of the eye tracking paradigm, readers spent longer in earlier segments, 
specifically the two noun phrases. Increased dwell times at NP1 but decreased first 
fixation durations and no differences in go-past times at the same segment suggests that 
the longer dwell times represent time spent when returning to NP1. Also, NP2 RTs did 
not differ between conditions in the self-paced reading task but all three measures were 
increased with whole sentence presentation in the eye tracking task. This raises the 
question of whether any of the increases in RTs at later segments (Pro, V1, By, V2, and 
End) in the self-paced reading task were due to attempts to comprehend earlier segments 
where more time was spent with whole sentence presentation (i.e., NP1 and NP2). 
Increase in the size of RT increase at V2 in RC sentences with improved ST-WM in the 
self-paced reading task, has been hypothesized to be attributed to use of ancillary 
comprehension mechanisms. That more time was spent at earlier segments (NP1 and 
NP2) in a whole sentence presentation task strengthens the support for use of ancillary 
comprehension mechanisms, such as accessing the series of words in ST-WM, at V2 in 
RC sentences, the point of highest processing load. 
 In addition to effects of condition alone on reading time measures, there was also 
an interaction between condition and WM at V2; as WM increased, the magnitude of the 
increase in go-past time from SC sentences to RC sentences became larger at V2 (and at 
V2 only). This result suggests that at the point of highest processing load, higher ST-WM 
capacity allowed some individuals to engage in additional processing. This result is 
consistent with the finding in the self-paced reading task that there were longer RTs at V2 
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in the RC than in the SC condition as WM increased. 
 The final hypothesis tested was that there would be a larger increase in the 
occurrence of regressions out of the critical point (V2) in RC than in SC sentences as 
WM increased. This hypothesis was not supported, as there was no significant increase in 
the occurrence of regressions out of any segment in RC compared to SC sentences. 
Qualitatively, there were more regressions out of V2 in the RC than in the SC condition 
and there was also a higher occurrence on the binary measure of occurrence of regression 
out.  Comparisons were also carried out between conditions for occurrence of regressions 
into each segment.  There was an increased occurrence of regressions into the By phrase 
in RC compared to SC sentences as WM capacity became larger. Because many 
regressions occur word-by-word, an increase in regressions out of V2 may contribute to 
this effect. 
 
General discussion 
 Two behaviors were expected as indicators of use of ancillary processing 
mechanisms that draw on ST-WM and are used in the case of incremental comprehension 
failures. One was improved sentence comprehension as reading times increased in harder 
sentences at the point of highest load where incremental comprehension failure is 
expected. The other was increased occurrence of regressive eye movements from the 
point of highest processing load V2 in RC sentences as WM increased.  
In the present study, the first behavior occurred as predicted; longer RTs at V2 in 
RC than in SC sentences corresponded to improved comprehension. However, this effect 
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also occurred at five other segments, making interpretation of the relationship more 
difficult than the result found by Caplan et al. (2011) that correlations between RT and 
end-of-sentence performance occurred only in RC and not in SC sentences for V2 but not 
for any other segments.  
The second predicted behavior, a larger increase in regressions out of the critical 
point in the harder sentences compared to easier sentences as WM increased, did not 
occur. There was a larger nonsignificant increase in whether regression out of V2 
occurred in RC compared to SC sentences as WM increased. In addition, due to 
limitations of the statistical testing available, the binary variable “occurrence of 
regression out” was used in this analysis rather than the total number of regressions out of 
the segment. Analysis using total number of regressions out of V2 and other segments 
would provide a more complete picture of what individuals with varying WM capacities 
do when processing load is extremely high.  
The outcomes related to the relationship between reading times at the critical 
point are the most clear and interpretable. In both tasks, reading times increased more in 
the harder condition for individuals with higher WM. A similar result was obtained using 
go-past times in the eye tracking measure, with larger increases in go-past times in the 
harder compared to the easier sentences at the critical point as WM increased.  These 
results support the hypothesis that ancillary comprehension mechanisms drawing from 
ST-WM are used in sentence processing when the load is too high for the operations of 
the normal parser.  The absence of any interaction between WM and conditions on any of 
the reading time measures in either task (RT in self-paced reading, and first fixation 
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durations, go-past times, or dwell times in the eye tracking task) is also support for not 
using the ST-WM system in normal parsing. 
 
Directions for future research 
 This thesis assessed the role of WM in sentence processing using two methods: 
phrase-by-phrase self-paced reading, and whole sentence presentation eye tracking. It 
investigated two new behavioral methods for measuring use of ancillary comprehension 
processes in sentence processing.   
The evidence presented here supports the continued study of the usefulness of 
these behaviors as measures of use of the ST-WM system in sentence processing. The 
finding that there was a positive relationship between accuracy and reading times at V2 
but also at five other segments, and the difference between this finding and that of Caplan 
et al. (2011) that significant positive correlations between RT and comprehension 
occurred only at V2 of RC sentences but not at any other segment in RC or SC sentences 
indicates that further research into this relationship is needed for clarification. It is 
possible that efforts towards eliminating confounding effects of increased reading times 
at some segments might lead to results more consistent with those of Caplan et al. (2011). 
In addition, future research should consider total number of regressions out of each 
segment rather than whether or not a regression occurred. Regression analyses should 
also look at targeted regressions, meaning eye movements that leave from a point of 
comprehension failure and regress to a point of clarification. 
The next steps should also include analysis of sentences in which increases in 
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reading times are expected to occur without improvements in comprehension. For 
instance, reading times can be increased by violating expectations about anticipated 
syntactic structures, as do the filler sentences in this experiments. The same analyses 
performed on RC and SC sentences should be performed on those sentences as well. If 
the magnitude of increase in reading times critical points in the harder versions of these 
sentences is unrelated to WM, then it will further support the use of ST-WM for ancillary 
processing only when incremental comprehension fails. 
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Appendix: Experimental Stimuli 
 
1. SC: The woman believed that the recipe that was selected by the judges inspired 
the young pastry chef. 
 CRQ: Was the recipe inspiring? (Y) 
RC: The woman who the recipe that was selected by the judges inspired was an 
excellent cook.    
 CRQ: Was the woman inspired? (Y) 
2. SC: The student said that the paper that was graded by the professor was written 
by another student.    
 CRQ: Did the professor write the paper? (N) 
RC: The student who the paper that was graded by the professor was written by 
was unhappy with the grade. 
 CRQ: Was the professor unhappy with the grade? (N) 
3. SC: The bystander reported that the van that was recognized by the spy his a 
woman who then got up and ran down the street. 
 NCRQ: Was the van recognized by the spy? (Y) 
RC: The bystander who the van that was recognized by the spy hit got up and then 
ran down the street.    
 NCRQ: Did the bystander run? (Y) 
4. SC: The artist thought that the painting that was studied by the historian 
motivated him in his work 
 NCRQ: Did the artist study the painting? (N) 
RC: The artist who the painting that was studied by the historian motivated was 
very talented. 
 NCRQ: Did the artist study the painting? (N) 
5. SC: The electrician noticed that the load that was lifted by the crane bumped the 
ladder and knocked it down. 
 CRQ: Was the ladder bumped by the crane? (Y) 
RC: The electrician who the load that was lifted by the crane bumped was not 
hurt.    
 CRQ: Was the electrician bumped? (Y) 
6. SC: The executive believed that the account that was wanted by the advertiser 
depended upon a number of intangible factors.    
 CRQ: Did the advertiser depend upon the account? (N) 
RC: The executive who the account that was wanted by the advertiser depended 
upon was about to be promoted. 
 CRQ: Did the executive depend upon the account? (N) 
7. SC: The dealer indicated that the jewelry that was identified by the victim 
implicated one of his friends. 
 NCRQ: Did the victim identify the jewelry? (Y) 
RC: The dealer who the jewelry that was identified by the victim implicated was 
arrested by the police.   
 NCRQ: Was the dealer arrested? (Y) 
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8. SC: The scientist discovered that the textbook that was loved by the class 
described the research in depth.  
 NCRQ: Did the scientist love the textbook? (N) 
RC: The scientist who the textbook that was loved by the class described 
discovered that the text had some inaccuracies.   
 NCRQ: Was the textbook accurate? (N) 
9. SC: The enemy knows that the army that was protected by the valley captured one 
of their units last week. 
 CRQ: Was one of the enemy units captured? (Y) 
RC: The enemy who the army that was protected by the valley captured escaped 
after sunset.    
 CRQ: Was the enemy captured? (Y) 
10. SC: The guard knew that the mansion that was purchased by the millionaire 
impressed the visiting diplomat.    
 CRQ: Did the guard impress the diplomat? (N) 
RC: The guard who the mansion that was purchased by the millionaire impressed 
transported the gold with discretion. 
 CRQ: Was the guard impressed by the gold? (N) 
11. SC: The doctor said that the hospital that was mentioned in the article hired the 
spokesperson last week. 
 NCRQ: Did the article mention the hospital? (Y) 
RC: The doctor who the hospital that was mentioned in the article hired requested 
the extra equipment.    
 NCRQ: Was the equipment requested by the doctor? (Y) 
12. SC: The thief discovered that the lawyer that was appointed by the court 
represented many other clients.    
 NCRQ: Did the clients appoint the lawyer? (N) 
RC: The thief who the lawyer that was appointed by the court represented was 
identified by the elderly couple. 
 NCRQ: Was the lawyer identified? (N) 
13. SC: The coach confessed that the bribe that was accepted by the athlete upset the 
morale of his team. 
 CRQ: Was the morale of the team upset? (Y) 
RC: The coach who the bribe that was accepted by the athlete upset was 
supported by the administration.  
 CRQ:   Was the coach upset by the bribe? (Y) 
14. SC: The man noticed that the dog that was tempted by the treats adored the little 
girl across the street.   
 CRQ: Was the man adored by the dog? (N) 
RC: The man who the dog that was tempted by the treats adored was delayed in 
heavy traffic.  
 CRQ: Was the man delayed? (N) 
15. SC: The manager realized that the secretary that was hired by the agency feared 
losing her new job. 
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 NCRQ: Was the secretary hired by the agency? (Y) 
RC: The manager who the secretary that was hired by the agency feared expected 
the package in time for the meeting.    
 NCRQ: Was the package expected by the manager? (Y) 
16. SC: The residents reported that the forest that was damaged by the attack 
preoccupied the new mayor completely.    
 NCRQ: Was the new mayor damaged by the attack? (N) 
RC: The residents who the forest that was damaged by the attack preoccupied 
demanded compensation from the terrorists. 
 NCRQ: Did the terrorists demand compensation? (N) 
17. SC: The stranger said that the song that was performed by the actress impressed 
the undercover talent scout. 
 CRQ: Was the talent scout impressed? (Y) 
RC: The stranger who the song that was performed by the actress impressed was 
feared by the jealous club owner.    
 CRQ: Did the song impress the stranger? (Y) 
18. SC: The king announced that the farmland that was contaminated by the pesticide 
irritated his new wife.    
 CRQ: Was the old wife irritated by the farmland? (N) 
RC: The king who the farmland that was contaminated by the pesticide irritated 
was feared by the peasants. 
 CRQ: Were the peasants irritated? (N) 
19. SC: The witness believed that the evidence that was examined by the lawyer 
implicated his neighbor. 
 NCRQ: Was the evidence examined by the lawyer? (Y) 
RC: The witness who the evidence that was examined by the lawyer implicated 
seemed to be very nervous.    
 NCRQ: Did the witness seem nervous? (Y) 
20. SC: The ambassador acknowledged that the negotiation that was mishandled by 
the government infuriated the whole office.    
 NCRQ: Did the ambassador mishandle the negotiation? (N) 
RC: The ambassador who the negotiation that was mishandled by the government 
infuriated was denounced by the president. 
 NCRQ: Did the ambassador mishandle the negotiation? (N) 
21. SC: The illustrator complained that the story that was written by the celebrity 
confused the children in the audience. 
 CRQ: Was the story confusing? (Y) 
RC: The illustrator who the story that was written by the celebrity confused was 
fired by the publisher.    
 CRQ: Was the illustrator confused by the story? (Y) 
22. SC: The attorney argued that the receipt that was faked by the landlord provoked 
the destructive tenants. 
 CRQ: Did the attorney provoke the landlord? (N) 
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RC: The attorney who the receipt that was faked by the landlord provoked was 
supported by the tenants.    
 CRQ: Did the attorney provoke the landlord? (N) 
23. SC: The investor noticed that the town that was destroyed by the tornado admired 
the local police department. 
 NCRQ: Did the tornado destroy the town? (Y) 
RC: The investor who the town that was destroyed by the tornado admired was 
solicited by the mayor.    
 NCRQ: Did the mayor solicit the investor? (Y) 
24. SC: The professor insisted that the student that was favored by the committee 
disappointed the entire department.    
 NCRQ: Did the professor favor the student? (N) 
RC: The professor who the student that was favored by the committee 
disappointed was unhappy with the decision. 
 NCRQ: Did the professor favor the student? (N) 
25. SC: The orphan forgot that the virus that was ignored by the administration 
impaired the credibility of the government. 
 CRQ: Was the government’s credibility impaired? (Y) 
RC: The orphan who the virus that was ignored by the administration impaired 
received a lot of media attention.    
 CRQ: Did the virus impair the orphan? (Y) 
26. SC: The passenger said that the drink that was recommended by the hostess 
calmed the woman seated next to him.    
 CRQ: Did the passenger calm the hostess? (N) 
RC: The passenger who the drink that was recommended by the hostess calmed 
was reassured by the pilot’s announcement. 
 CRQ: Did the passenger calm the hostess? (N) 
27. SC: The dictator declared that the newsletter that was circulated by the protestors 
angered the entire country. 
 NCRQ: Did the protestors circulate a newsletter? (Y) 
RC: The dictator who the newsletter that was circulated by the protestors angered 
was feared by the citizens.    
 NCRQ: Was the dictator feared? (Y) 
28. SC: The player who the trophy that was awarded in the championship excited was 
disappointed by the injured teammate. 
 NCRQ: Did the team award the trophy? (N) 
RC: The player knew that the trophy that was awarded in the championship 
excited the entire team.    
 NCRQ: Did the injured teammate award the trophy? (N) 
29. SC: The artist who the review that was rejected by the journal annoyed was 
influenced by the new art form.    
 CRQ: Was the review annoying? (Y) 
RC: The artist discovered that the review that was rejected by the journal annoyed 
the senior editor. 
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 CRQ: Was the artist annoyed by the review? (Y) 
30. SC: The governor realized that the army that was trained by the rebels terrified the 
worried citizens. 
 CRQ: Did the rebels terrify the citizens? (N) 
RC: The governor who the army that was trained by the rebels terrified was 
nervous about the election.    
 CRQ: Did the rebels terrify the citizens? (N) 
31. SC: The director guessed that the profit that was generated by the advertisement 
delighted the president of the board. 
 NCRQ: Did the advertisement generate a profit? (Y) 
RC: The director who the profit that was generated by the advertisement delighted 
was praised by the board.    
 NCRQ: Did the board praise the director? (Y) 
32. SC: The widow understood that the money that was donated by the parishioners 
assisted many local families.  
 NCRQ: Did the widow donate the money? (N) 
RC: The widow who the money that was donated by the parishioners assisted was 
consoled by the priest.   
 NCRQ: Did the widow donate money? (N) 
33. SC: The tourist believed that the bear that was scared by the crowds threatened 
the safety of his family. 
 CRQ: Was the bear threatening? (Y) 
RC: The tourist who the bear that was scared by the crowds threatened was 
scolded by the park ranger.    
 CRQ: Did the bear threaten the tourist? (Y) 
34. SC: The teenager knew that the gun that was reported by the counselor implicated 
the boy in her math class.    
 CRQ: Did the teenager implicate the counselor? (N) 
RC: The teenager who the gun that was reported by the counselor implicated was 
rejected by the foster parents. 
 CRQ: Did the teenager implicate her foster parents? (N) 
35. SC: The painted heard that the gallery that was owned by the politician rejected 
most of the applicants. 
 NCRQ: Did the politician own the gallery? (Y) 
RC: The painter who the gallery that was owned by the politician rejected was 
forgotten by the rich patrons.    
 NCRQ: Did the rich patrons forget the painter? (Y) 
36. SC: The explorer claimed that the expedition that was funded by the university 
revitalized both sides of the debate. 
 NCRQ: Was the explorer revitalized by the expedition? (N) 
RC: The explorer who the expedition that was funded by the university revitalized 
was overwhelmed by his sudden fame. 
 NCRQ: Did fame overwhelm the university? (N) 
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Appendix B: Filler Sentences—Increasingly Long Subject Relative Clauses 
1. The bus driver who followed the kids | off of the bus | into town | after the ride | 
wondered about the location of a hotel. 
  NCRQ: Did the bus driver follow? (Y) 
2. The chef who distracted the cameraman | during the show | in the kitchen | with 
his loud voice |poured the flour onto the counter.   
  CRQ: Did the cameraman pour the flour? (N) 
3. The child who woke the father | with a scream | at dawn | after his flight | bothered 
him about the trip.   
  CRQ: Did the child bother the father? (Y) 
4. The class that disliked the teacher |for many reasons | after the first class | until the 
project's deadline | skimmed the reading for the week.   
  NCRQ: Did the teacher dislike the class? (N) 
5. The dancer that loved the audience | in a special way | with her entire heart | for 
their support | ignored some basic principles of the genre.   
  NCRQ: Did the dancer love the audience? (Y) 
6. The employees that noticed the fireman in the lobby | by the reception desk | after 
the meeting | hurried the clients across the open field.   
  CRQ: Did the fireman hurry? (N) 
7. The farmer that approached the customers | after lunch | in the field | near the 
livestock | lifted the chickens from their coop.   
  CRQ: Did the farmer lift the chickens? (Y) 
8. The farmer who hired the rancher | for the summer | after the storm | in May | 
piled the seeds in long rows.   
  NCRQ: Did the rancher hire the farmer? (N) 
9. The firemen that called the residents from the station | in a hurry | with bad news | 
attacked the house with high-powered hoses.   
  NCRQ: Did the fireman call the residents? (Y) 
10. The girl who watched the parents | on video | in the police station | after her 
vacation | changed a critical part of the story.   
  CRQ: Did the parents change the story? (N) 
11. The investigator who phoned the agency |with difficult questions | about the 
document | before the court date | considered Ms. Reynolds from accounting.   
  CRQ: Did the investigator consider Ms. Reynolds? (Y) 
12. The judge who addressed the witnesses with a stern tone | in court | after a recess | 
noticed the defense attorneys in the courtroom.   
  NCRQ: Did the witnesses address the judge? (N) 
13. The manager who visited the boss | in his office | after the scandal | over the 
winter | remembered some inconvenient facts about the business.   
  NCRQ: Did the manager visit the boss? (Y) 
14. The mathematician who visited the chairman |in the chapel | with good news | 
after hours of deep thought | created a solution to the well-known problem.   
  CRQ: Did the chairman create a solution? (N) 
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15. The monkeys that watched the zookeepers from their cage | in the evening | after a 
long day | charged the bars of their cage.   
  CRQ: Did the monkeys charge the bars of their cage? (Y) 
16. The movie star who visited the organizers | over vacation | in the trailer | across 
the river | proposed an annual prize for the charity.   
  NCRQ: Did the organizers visit the movie star? (N) 
17. The neighbor who observed the couple | throughout the summer | at the mansion | 
in the city | purchased the old Victorian house for his parents.   
  NCRQ: Did the neighbor observe the couple? (Y) 
18. The pilot who delayed the ground crew on Thanksgiving | for a good reason | 
during the storm | remained on the runway for a long time.   
  CRQ: Did the ground crew remain on the runway? (N) 
19. The soldiers that helped the natives | at dawn | on the mountain | near the lake | 
climbed the big rock that blocked the path.   
  CRQ: Did the soldiers climb the rock? (Y) 
20. The speaker who entertained the economists |with his jokes | at the party | on New 
Year's Eve | predicted a good year for the industry.   
  NCRQ: Did the economists entertain the speaker? (N) 
21. The secretary that distrusted the executive of the company | in New York | after 
discovering his secret | worked fifty hours a week.   
  NCRQ: Did the secretary distrust the executive? (Y) 
22. The tenant that despised the landlord | after the conflict | over the summer | for 
superficial reasons | lived in the same building for twenty years.   
  CRQ: Did the landlord live in the same building for twenty years? (N) 
23. The realtor that contacted the homeowner | by telephone | about the lakehouse | 
after the ordeal | arranged a meeting to close the deal.   
  CRQ: Did the realtor arrange a meeting? (Y) 
24. The customer that hated the store clerk after the confrontation | until the apology | 
for numerous reasons | stole candy from the store.   
  NCRQ: Did the store clerk hate the customer? (N) 
25. The professor that disliked the student | during the first class | after the discussion 
| for her radical views | gave really difficult tests to the class.   
  NCRQ: Did the professor dislike the student? (Y) 
26. The producer that liked the actress | over the winter | in January | for her charming 
personality | sent her flowers for her birthday.   
  CRQ: Did the actress send flowers? (N) 
27. The director that phoned the actor about a script | after the performance | from his 
downtown office | invited him to the cast party.   
  CRQ: Did the director invite the actor to a party? (Y) 
28. The photographer that teased the model | about the award | after the banquet | in 
June | left the room after everyone else.   
  NCRQ: Did the model tease the photographer? (N) 
29. The agent that trusted the writer | with his belongings | at the end of the party | 
despite a rocky past | returned his phone call the next day.   
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  NCRQ: Did the agent trust the writer? (Y) 
30. The consultant that approached the stock trader on the street | in the morning | 
before breakfast | requested funds for his next business venture.   
  CRQ: Did the stock trader request funds? (N) 
31. The lawyer that saw the client | outside the courtroom | in the crowd | near the 
judge | left the courthouse in a hurry.   
  CRQ: Did the lawyer leave in a hurry? (Y) 
32. The artist that admired the sculptor | for his technique | until the incident | over the 
winter | exhibited portraits at the gallery.   
  NCRQ: Did the sculptor admire the artist? (N) 
33. The architect that hired the designer for the mansion | during the off-season | 
despite warnings | spent the weekend at work.  
  NCRQ: Did the architect hire the designer? (Y) 
34. The event planner that telephoned the caterer | from her small office | about the 
cake | after a tough day | planned a party on Saturday.   
  CRQ: Did the caterer plan on throwing a party? (N) 
35. The flight attendant that recognized the pilot | in the cabin | near the bathrooms | 
before the flight | forgot to get blankets for some of the passengers.   
  CRQ: Did the flight attendant forget to get blankets? (Y) 
36. The waitress that avoided the chef in the restaurant | without regret | during the 
holidays | made good tips around dinnertime.   
  NCRQ: Did the chef avoid the waitress? (N) 
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Appendix C: Filler Sentences—Attachment Ambiguity 
1. The sister/brother of the actress who shot herself/himself on the balcony was 
under investigation. 
  N1 Attachment (N1)—CRQ: Did the actress get shot? (N) 
  N2 Attachment (N2)—CRQ: Did the brother get shot? (N) 
  Ambiguous—NCRQ—Was there an award? (N) 
2. The uncle/sister of the fireman who criticized herself/himself far too often was 
painting the bedroom. 
  N1/N2/Ambiguous—NCRQ: Was the kitchen being painted? (N)   
3. The partner/secretary of the salesman who amused himself/herself quite a bit was 
writing a letter to the editor.  
  N1—CRQ: Was the secretary amused? (Y) 
  N2—CRQ: Was the salesman amused? (Y) 
  Ambiguous—NCRQ: Was someone writing a letter? (Y) 
4. The mother/father of the bride who embarrassed herself/himself at the reception 
was complaining to the priest.  
  N1/N2/Ambiguous—NCRQ: Did someone complain to the priest? (Y) 
5. The uncle/aunt of the bishop who injured himself/herself last summer was 
concerned about the infection.  
  N1—CRQ: Did the bishop get injured? (N) 
  N2—CRQ: Did the aunt get injured? (N) 
  Ambiguous—NCRQ: Was there confusion about the infection? (N) 
6. The brother/hostess of the mayor who complimented himself/herself constantly 
was bothered by the reporter.  
  N1/N2/Ambiguous—NCRQ: Did the reporter amuse anyone? (N) 
7. The niece/nephew of the waitress who hurt herself/himself on the bicycle was 
angry about the incident.  
  N1—CRQ: Did the nephew get hurt? (Y) 
  N2—CRQ: Did the waitress get hurt? (Y) 
  Ambiguous—NCRQ: Was anyone angry? (Y) 
8. The sister/brother of the seamstress who entertained herself/himself most 
evenings was reading a book.  
  N1/N2/Ambiguous—NCRQ: Did anyone have a book? (Y) 
9. The sister/father of the schoolgirl who burned herself/himself the other day was 
usually very careful. 
  N1—CRQ: Did the schoolgirl get burned? (N) 
  N2—CRQ: Did the father get burned? (N) 
  Ambiguous—NCRQ: Was someone usually reckless? (N) 
10. The aunt/uncle of the nun who lost herself/himself in thought was disturbed by 
the noise. 
  N1/N2/Ambiguous—NCRQ: Was there a soothing noise? (N) 
11. The father/mother of the surgeon who made a fool of himself/herself at the party 
was greatly embarrassed. 
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  N1—CRQ: Did the mother act like a fool? (Y) 
  N2—CRQ: Did the surgeon act like a fool? (Y) 
  Ambiguous—NCRQ: Was anyone embarrassed? (Y) 
12. The maid/son of the princess who scratched herself/himself in public was terribly 
humiliated. 
  N1/N2/Ambiguous—NCRQ: Was anyone humiliated? (Y) 
13. The great-uncle/great-aunt of the policeman who treated himself/herself after the 
accident was watching the news. 
  N1—CRQ: Did the policeman need treatment? (N) 
  N2—CRQ: Did the great-aunt need treatment? (N) 
  Ambiguous—NCRQ: Was anyone listening to the radio? (N) 
14. The mother/father of the nun who enjoyed herself/himself last summer had lived 
in Wales.  
  N1/N2/Ambiguous—NCRQ: Did someone live in Spain? (N) 
15. The sister/husband of the beautician who cut herself/himself on the broken glass 
phoned for a doctor. 
  N1—CRQ: Did the husband get cut on broken glass? (Y) 
  N2—CRQ: Did the beautician get cut on broken glass? (Y) 
  Ambiguous—NCRQ: Did anyone phone for a doctor? (Y) 
16. The uncle/widow of the general who sacrificed himself/herself for the cause was 
the subject of the biography. 
  N1/N2/Ambiguous—NCRQ: Was a biography written? (Y) 
17. The grandmother/bank manager of the heiress who bankrupted herself/himself 
last year still made risky investments. 
  N1—CRQ: Did the heiress go bankrupt? (N) 
  N2—CRQ: Did the bank manager go bankrupt? (N) 
  Ambiguous—NCRQ: Did someone make cautious investments? (N) 
18. The nephew/niece of the fisherman who found himself/herself in the ocean didn't 
know about the tricky current. 
N1/ N2/Ambiguous—NCRQ: Was someone very familiar with the 
current? (N) 
19. The neighbor/mistress of the actor who hated himself/herself for lying left town in 
a hurry.  
  N1—CRQ: Was it the mistress who lied? (Y) 
  N2—CRQ: Was it the actor who lied? (Y) 
  Ambiguous—NCRQ: Did someone leave town in a hurry? (Y) 
20. The brother/sister of the count who crippled himself/herself by falling off a horse 
took a long time to get over it.  
  N1/N2/Ambiguous—NCRQ: Did anyone fall off a horse? (Y) 
21. The son/wife of the janitor who educated himself/herself at night loved going to 
the theater.  
  N1—CRQ: Was it the janitor who got educated at night? (N) 
  N2—CRQ: Was it the wife who got educated at night? (N) 
  Ambiguous—NCRQ: Did someone hate the theatre? (N) 
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22. The nephew/niece of the commander who calmed himself/herself after the tragedy 
was waiting for the doctor.  
  N1/N2/Ambiguous—NCRQ: Did anyone wait for a priest? (N) 
23. The mother/father of the ballerina who found herself/himself in a lot of trouble 
phoned the police.  
  N1—CRQ: Was it the father who was in a lot of trouble? (Y) 
  N2—CRQ: Was it the ballerina who was in a lot of trouble? (Y) 
  Ambiguous—NCRQ: Did anyone phone the police? (Y) 
24. The assistant/daughter of the chaplain who drew attention to himself/herself all 
the time hated small children.  
  N1/N2/Ambiguous—NCRQ: Did someone hate small children? (Y) 
25. The grandmother/grandfather of the stewardess who treated herself/himself to an 
ice-cream cone was waiting at home.  
  N1—CRQ: Was it the stewardess who had an ice-cream cone? (N) 
  N2—CRQ: Was it the grandfather who had an ice-cream cone? (N) 
  Ambiguous—NCRQ: Did anyone have cake? (N) 
26. The grand-nephew/grand-niece of the admiral who wrote himself/herself a note 
admired sailors very much.  
  N1/N2/Ambiguous—NCRQ: Did anyone hate sailors? (N) 
27. The brother/sister of the butcher who invited himself/herself to the party enjoyed 
it quite a bit.  
  N1—CRQ: Was it the sister who invited herself? (Y) 
  N2—CRQ: Was it the butcher who invited himself? (Y) 
  Ambiguous—NCRQ: Did anyone have an enjoyable time? (Y) 
28. The sister/nephew of the baroness who admired herself/himself an inordinate 
amount enjoyed all the attention.  
N1/N2/Ambiguous—NCRQ: Did anyone enjoy the attention they 
received? (Y) 
29. The brother/daughter of the colonel who enjoyed himself/herself a lot was out on 
the balcony.  
  N1—CRQ: Was it the colonel who enjoyed himself? (N) 
  N2—CRQ: Was it the daughter who enjoyed herself? (N) 
  Ambiguous—NCRQ: Was anyone on the lawn? (N) 
30. The maid/bodyguard of the baroness who prepared herself/himself very 
thoroughly came from the south.  
  N1/N2/Ambiguous—NCRQ: Was anyone traveling to the south? (N) 
31. The uncle/aunt of the milkman who had to support himself/herself with a low 
income liked to fish.  
  N1—CRQ: Was it the aunt who was self-supportive? (Y) 
  N2—CRQ: Was it the milkman who was self-supportive? (Y) 
 Ambiguous—NCRQ: Did the person who liked to fish have a low 
income? (Y) 
32. The niece/nephew of the duchess who looked at herself/himself in the mirror wore 
a blue shirt.  
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  N1/N2Ambiguous--NCRQ: Did anyone wear a blue shirt? (Y) 
33. The butler/maid of the actor who did not like himself/herself very much caught 
the armed robber.  
  N1—CRQ: Was it the actor who didn’t like himself? (N) 
  N2—CRQ: Was it the maid who didn’t like herself? (N) 
  Ambiguous—NCRQ: Was the robber unarmed? (N) 
34. The waitress/waiter of the woman who considered herself/himself a natural 
beauty spilled the drinks.  
  N1/N2/Ambiguous--NCRQ: Did anyone clean anything? (N) 
35. The landlord/landlady of the businessman who had locked himself/herself in the 
office received a phone call. 
  N1—CRQ: Was it the landlady who was locked up? (Y) 
  N2—CRQ: Was it the businessman who was locked up? (Y) 
  Ambiguous—NCRQ: Did anyone answer the phone? (Y)  
36. The daughter/son of the saleswoman who talked to herself/himself all the time 
walked into the room.   
  N1/N2/Ambiguous—NCRQ: Did anyone enter the room? (Y)  
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